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Abstract— Cloud computing is a suitable solution for pro-
fessionals, companies, and institutions that need to have access
to computational resources on demand. Clouds rely on proper
management to provide such computational resources with ad-
equate quality of service, which is established by Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), to customers. In this context, cloud moni-
toring is a critical function to achieve such proper management.
Cloud monitoring systems have to accomplish requirements to
perform its functions properly, and currently, there are plenty
of requirements which includes: timeliness, adaptability, compre-
hensiveness, and scalability. However, such requirements usually
have mutual influence, which is positive or negative, among them-
selves, and it has prevented the development of complete cloud
monitoring solutions. This paper presents a mathematical model
to predict the mutual influence between timeliness and scalability,
which is a step forward in cloud monitoring because it paves
the way for the development of complete monitoring solutions.
It complements our previous work that identified the monitoring
parameters (e.g., frequency sampling, amount of monitoring data)
that influence timeliness and scalability. Evaluations present the
effectiveness of the mathematical model based on a comparison
of the results provided by the mathematical model and the results
obtained via simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a suitable solution for professionals,
companies, and institutions that require access to compu-
tational resources on demand along with advantages such
as availability, flexibility, and reduced costs [1] [2]. Cloud
computing is suitable because it delivers high-quality services
based on its five essential characteristics, namely, on-demand

self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid
elasticity, and measured service [3] [4].

The focus of this paper is the measured service character-
istic of clouds. Measured service provides support to cloud
users (e.g., service providers (SPs), infrastructure providers
(InPs), and customers) based on resource management in
clouds, commonly defined as cloud management [5] [6]. Cloud
management is vital to delivering quality services to measured
services, and cloud monitoring is essential to providing support
for cloud management [7] [8] [9].

Cloud monitoring is a critical management function for
cloud operators (e.g., SPs, InPs) that focus on delivering high-
quality cloud services [10] [11]. This is because cloud services
are based on contracts between cloud operators and customers.
Such contracts are usually defined as Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs) [12]. Service level agreements have established
the expectation of customers related to the quality of service
provided by the cloud operators as well as the capacity that a
specific cloud has to offer such services [13] [14].

Aiming to achieve fair and competitive SLAs, cloud op-
erators need to have means (e.g., information, notifications,
analysis) to define metrics adequately based on the cloud
capacity to offer services to customers [15]. For instance,
there is the case of how can a specific cloud operator ensures
performance to a customer based on an amount of resources
that it has to offer on demand. Thus, clouds have relied on
cloud monitoring to provide means for the delivery of high-
quality services [16] [17]. In this context, cloud monitoring
has requirements that are essential to cloud monitoring systems
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that have the intention to offer complete monitoring solutions.

Cloud monitoring requirements are essential to cloud mon-
itoring systems that want to perform its functions properly [18]
[19]. According to the literature, there are several cloud mon-
itoring requirements such as scalability, elasticity, accuracy,
and timeliness. However, cloud monitoring systems usually
accomplish one or more requirements, and there is not any
cloud monitoring system that meets all the requirements. It
happens because requirements have mutual influence among
themselves. This mutual influence must be unveiled to pave the
way for the development of complete cloud monitoring solu-
tions. Efforts in this direction started with evaluations between
specific cloud monitoring requirements [18] [20] [21]. In this
context, in our early research [22] we paved the foundation
for investigation of the mutual influence between timeliness
and scalability, finding out the monitoring parameters (e.g.,
frequency sampling, amount of monitoring data) that mutually
influence both. This paper is built on top of the findings of
such previous work [22].

Timeliness and scalability are two significant cloud moni-
toring requirements. Timeliness is the competence that a cloud
monitoring system has to detect events in time to support users
to get information at the moment in which they need to use
such information [22]. It is significant to cloud monitoring
because cloud services are regulated by SLAs. In other words,
if monitoring data is not timely, an action correcting violation
in the SLA cannot be performed in time, resulting in penalties
(i.e., costs) to cloud operators. On the other side, scalability
is the competence to increase the amount of probes in a
monitoring system to cope with resources in the cloud [22].
It is important to cloud monitoring systems because the cloud
business model provides resources on demand, and it usually
happens in quickly.

Timeliness and scalability are two requirements that have
direct relation. It is confirmed by two factors that reinforce the
mutual influence between both. First, to provide information
in the time that cloud users need to access it (timeliness), a
monitoring system has to be capable of growing in the number
of probes to handle with all resources in the cloud (scalability).
Second, the number of probes impairs the capacity of the
system to be timely because it has an adverse influence on
functions such as synchronization and data collection. Also,
timeliness and scalability have direct influence in other re-
quirements (e.g., elasticity, accuracy). Thus, the understanding
of the mutual influence between timeliness and scalability will
assist in further studies about cloud monitoring requirements.

Besides, to cloud operators, unveiling the mutual influence
between timeliness and scalability is useful to enhance their
SLAs. In this way, cloud operators can propose SLAs to cus-
tomers based on the relation between timeliness and scalability
to avoid breaches in SLAs, and as a consequence increase their
profits. According to our previous work [22], this mutual in-
fluence can be predicted based on monitoring parameters such
as the amount of monitoring data, and frequency sampling.
However, it lacks on a mathematical proof.

This paper proposes a step forward in cloud monitoring
because it presents a mathematical model to predict the mutual
influence between timeliness and scalability. This model is
based on monitoring parameters that influence timeliness and

scalability. The main contributions of this paper are:

• It discusses the interplay between timeliness and scala-
bility along with monitoring parameters that influence
the relation between both.

• It proposes a mathematical model to predict the impact
of scalability over timeliness and conversely.

• It compares results provided by the mathematical
model with results of a simulation to demonstrate the
usefulness of the proposed model.

II. PREDICTING THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN TIMELINESS
AND SCALABILITY

Previous research presented a wide discussion about the
interplay among cloud monitoring requirements such as adapt-
ability, accuracy, timeliness, and scalability [18] [21] [23].

In our previous work [22], we demonstrated that the mutual
influence between timeliness and scalability is suitable to be
mathematically represented based on monitoring parameters,
namely, monitoring topology, amount of monitoring data and
frequency sampling. Moreover, network bandwidth must be
considered along with response time as an output metric. In
this section, we analyze all of these factors (i.e., monitoring
parameters, network bandwidth, response time) to mathemat-
ically model the interplay between timeliness and scalability
based on traditional network architectures.

Monitoring topology is vital because it contributes to
control the communication delay in a cloud monitoring system.
It occurs as a result of the distance from agents to managers,
which increases the time spent in the process of communica-
tion in a network depending on both, the placement of such
agents and managers, and the number of communication links.

The amount of monitoring data (a) is critical because it
causes delays between event occurrence and warning. It hap-
pens as a consequence of the growing of the cloud monitoring
system that has more monitoring data to be gathered and man-
aged. Then, timeliness is impaired when the cloud monitoring
system escalates to cope with the cloud infrastructure.

Frequency sampling (fs) is an essential monitoring pa-
rameter because, when sampling in higher frequency, the
amount of monitoring data is increased in a network, causing
communication delay. Thus, timeliness is impaired when a
cloud monitoring system is gathering samples in tiny intervals
of time. It usually happens to resources such as CPU that has
to be continuously monitored in narrow periods of time. In
this scenario, to perform frequency sampling is important to
unmask how the interval between data collection and response
time impairs timeliness in accordance with the scalability of a
cloud monitoring system.

Network bandwidth (b) must be considered to calculate the
mutual influence between timeliness and scalability because it
consists of physical links among a plenty of resources provided
by the cloud infrastructure. It represents the capacity that a
cloud has in terms of data transmission among its peers.

Response time (rt) must be used as the output metric
because it means the time spent on the data collection and
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notification. Therefore, it represents the quantification of the
influence of scalability over timeliness and vice-versa.

Conventional data center networks for clouds are based
on either two or three level trees of host’s (h) [24] [25] [26]
[27] [28]. Equation 1 was developed based on all parameters
discussed in this section and considering conventional data
center networks.

rt =
a ∗ fs(1 + h+ h ∗ hl2)

b
[ms] (1)

Fat-tree is a special type of Clos Topology [25] [26] [28]
[29] [30], and it is a topology based on trees. A usual Fat-
tree topology is a three level tree with more communication
channels. Thus, to adjust the Equation 1 to work in a Fat-tree
topology we have to take into consideration the amount of
communication channels provided which is represented by ac
(Amount of Channels) in Equation 2.

rt =
a ∗ fs(1 + h

ac
+

h ∗ hl2

ac
)

b
[ms] (2)

The mathematical model presented in Equation 1 is useful
to predict the mutual influence between timeliness and scal-
ability and vice-versa in a conventional data center network.
If necessary, it can be easily adjusted to estimate such mutual
influence in Fat-Tree topologies as we demonstrated in Equa-
tion 2. Thus, a mathematical model is useful to predict the
mutual influence between timeliness and scalability and vice-
versa. Aiming to assess it in the next section, we compared the
outcomes obtained by the mathematical model with the results
obtained via simulations.

III. EVALUATING THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this section, we demonstrate that the mathematical
model is useful to predict the mutual influence between
timeliness and scalability. Firstly, it evaluates the behaviour
of the mathematical model in monitoring topologies based
on conventional data center networks. After, it evaluates such
behaviour in a monitoring topology based on Fat-tree.

A. Evaluating Monitoring Topologies Based on Conventional
Data Center Network

In our previous work [22], we evaluated the interplay
between timeliness and scalability. This evaluation was a
simulation that provided results to such interplay based on
response time (RT). The evaluation unmasked the mutual in-
fluence between timeliness and scalability to topologies based
on trees like conventional data center networks with either
two or three level trees. It provides results that are significant
to the development of the mathematical model that aims to
predict the mutual influence between such requirements. In
this scenario, if the mathematical model presents similar results
comparing to the simulation, it shows to be useful and suitable
to conventional data center network topologies.

In this section, we compare the results provided by sim-
ulation with results obtained by the mathematical model. To
organize such comparison we define the results as follow:

Table I. PREDICTED AND AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME (RT) FOR 120
BYTES OF MONITORING DATA WITH INTERVAL SAMPLING OF 1 SECOND.

Topology Hosts/Aggregators Predicted RT (ms) Average RT (ms)
Topology 1 64 / 10 7.62 7.72
Topology 1 256 / 18 30.12 30.07
Topology 1 576 / 26 67.62 67.77
Topology 1 1296 / 38 151.99 151.54
Topology 2 64 / 21 127.62 127.93
Topology 2 216 / 43 936.68 936.33
Topology 2 512 / 73 15210.46 15210.46
Topology 2 1331 / 133 362127.78 362127.72

Table II. PREDICTED AND AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME (RT) FOR 120
BYTES OF MONITORING DATA WITH INTERVAL SAMPLING OF 10 SECONDS.

Topology Hosts/Aggregators Predicted RT (ms) Average RT (ms)
Topology 1 64 / 10 7.62 7.67
Topology 1 256 / 18 30.12 30.19
Topology 1 576 / 26 67.62 67.54
Topology 1 1296 / 38 151.99 151.81
Topology 2 64 / 21 127.62 128.02
Topology 2 216 / 43 936.68 936.32
Topology 2 512 / 73 3900.12 3900.22
Topology 2 1331 / 133 36155.59 36155.62

• Predicted RT: It is the result for response time (RT)
obtained by the mathematical model.

• Average RT: It is the result for average response time
(RT) obtained by the simulation.

Table I, Table II, Table III and Table IV present the results
to predicted RT and average RT for the amount of monitoring
data for 120 bytes and 150 bytes with frequency sampling
based on an interval of 1 and 10 seconds.

Table I and Table II compare results to predicted RT and
average RT for 120 bytes of monitoring data with interval
sampling of 1 and 10 seconds. Table I results show that
predicted RT and average RT are equal to topology 2 with
512 hosts. Moreover, we highlight that the most relevant
difference among results is to topology 1 with 64 hosts that
are 1.29% apart. Results demonstrate that the behaviour of
the mathematical model is compatible with the simulation as
observed in Figure 1 (a) which bars to predict RT considers
3% as a margin of error. It demonstrates that the mathematical
model is useful to 120 bytes of monitoring data with interval
sampling of 1 second, considering 1.29% as a maximum
margin of error.

In Table II the results demonstrate that predicted RT
and average RT are close in topology 2 with 216, 512 and
1331 hosts. It provides indications that to deep topologies
the mathematical model reaches results with small margins of
error, in this example 0.04%, 0.01% and 0.01%, respectively.
Additionally, the most significant difference among results is
to topology 1 with 64 hosts (0.65%). It evidences that the
mathematical model results are consistent with the simulation
as demonstrated in Figure 1 (b) which bars to predict RT
considers 3% as a margin of error. Therefore, the mathematical
model is useful to 120 bytes of monitoring data with interval
sampling of 10 seconds, considering 0.65% as a maximum
margin of error.

Table III and Table IV assess results for predicted RT
and average RT for 150 bytes of monitoring data with in-
terval sampling of 1 and 10 seconds. Table III shows that
predicted RT and average RT are closer in deep topologies
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Figure 1. Comparison between predicted and average response time to 120
bytes of monitoring data with interval sampling to 1 and 10 seconds. (a) 1
Second . (b) 10 Seconds.

when compared to results from topology 1 and topology 2. It
strengthens the finding that the mathematical model is more
accurate to deep topologies and reiterates that this model is
more efficient in larger environments if compared to smaller
ones. Moreover, we highlight that the most relevant difference
among results is to topology 1 with 64 hosts (0.85%), which
is the smaller environment evaluated. The mathematical model
results (predicted RT) are coherent with the simulation results
(average RT) as showed in Figure 2 (a) which bars to predict
RT considers 3% as a margin of error. It attests that the
solution proposed is useful to 150 bytes of monitoring data
with interval sampling of 1 second, considering 0.85% as a
maximum margin of error.

Table IV confirms that predicted RT and average RT
are closer to larger topologies such as topology 2 with 216
hosts (0.03%), 512 hosts (0.01%) and 1331 hosts (equal). It
demonstrates that the mathematical model is more accurate
when applied to larger topologies. On the other hand, if applied
to smaller topologies the mathematical model presents results
with small margin of error such as in topology 1 with 64 hosts
(0.42%). Figure 2 (b) shows the behaviour of the solution
compared to the simulation considering 3% as a margin of
error to predicted RT. Finally, the solution proves to be useful
to 150 bytes of monitoring data with interval sampling of 10
seconds, considering 0.42% as a maximum margin of error.

In this section, the comparison between predicted RT
and average RT demonstrates that the proposed mathemati-
cal model is useful to predict the mutual influence between
timeliness and scalability to conventional data center network
topologies. This model presents accurate results to larger and
deep topologies when comparing to smaller and non-deep ones

Table III. PREDICTED AND AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME (RT) FOR 150
BYTES OF MONITORING DATA WITH INTERVAL SAMPLING OF 1 SECOND.

Topology Hosts/Aggregators Predicted RT (ms) Average RT (ms)
Topology 1 64 / 10 9.52 9.44
Topology 1 256 / 18 37.65 37.71
Topology 1 576 / 26 84.52 84.38
Topology 1 1296 / 38 189.99 189.67
Topology 2 64 / 21 159.52 159.77
Topology 2 216 / 43 1369.89 1369.91
Topology 2 512 / 73 23766.34 23766.35
Topology 2 1331 / 133 565787.41 565787.41

Table IV. PREDICTED AND AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME (RT) FOR 150
BYTES OF MONITORING DATA WITH INTERVAL SAMPLING OF 10 SECONDS.

Topology Hosts/Aggregators Predicted RT (ms) Average RT (ms)
Topology 1 64 / 10 9.52 9.56
Topology 1 256 / 18 37.65 37.51
Topology 1 576 / 26 84.52 84.59
Topology 1 1296 / 38 189.99 189.91
Topology 2 64 / 21 159.52 159.11
Topology 2 216 / 43 1170.85 1170.45
Topology 2 512 / 73 4875.15 4875.58
Topology 2 1331 / 133 56374.18 56374.18
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Figure 2. Comparison between predicted and average response time to 150
bytes of monitoring data with interval sampling to 1 and 10 seconds. (a) 1
Second . (b) 10 Seconds.

which is desirable to massive environments such as clouds. On
the other side, to smaller environments the mathematical model
shows to be useful because it reaches closer results with small
margin of error.

Nevertheless, the mathematical model must be evaluated
based on other common cloud network topology such as Fat-
tree. In the next section, we perform a set of tests to assess the
behaviour of the mathematical model in a Fat-tree topology to
fulfil this gap.
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B. Evaluating Monitoring Topologies Based on Fat-Tree

In the previous section, we compared the results provided
by simulation with results obtained by the mathematical model
to conventional data center networks. Aiming to expand the
evaluation in this section we present experiments based on
Fat-tree topologies and compare the results obtained with the
mathematical model.

A third monitoring topology is built based on a Fat-tree
topology consisting of three levels of switches [25]. To each
switch is added one aggregator as deployed in Topology 1 and
Topology 2. This monitoring topology is depicted in Figure
3, and it is defined as Topology 3. Topology 3 is evaluated to
timeliness based on the addition of pods, and it was extended to
4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 pods (e.g., K= 4). Moreover, Topology 3 was
evaluated to both 120 and 150 bytes of monitoring data, and
frequency sampling of 1 second as performed in the previous
topologies to maintain consistency.

Figure 3. Topology 3, a monitoring topology based on a Fat-tree topology
(k=4)

To organize the comparison between simulation and the
mathematical model to Fat-tree topologies we define the results
as follow:

• Predicted FAT-RT: It is the result for response time
(RT) obtained by the mathematical model to Fat-tree.

• Average FAT-RT: It is the result for average response
time (RT) obtained by the simulation to Fat-tree.

Table V and Table VI present the results to predicted FAT-
RT and average FAT-RT for the amount of monitoring data
for 120 bytes and 150 bytes with frequency sampling based
on an interval of 1 second. Otherwise to conventional data
center networks experiments, the experiments based on Fat-tree
topologies does not exceed the time of 1 second to response
time, so there is no need to extend the experiments to this
topology to 10 seconds as we have done for topologies 1 to 4.

Table V compares results between predicted FAT-RT and
average FAT-RT for 120 bytes of monitoring data with interval
sampling of 1 second. In Table V, predicted FAT-RT shows

Table V. PREDICTED FAT-RT AND AVERAGE FAT-RT FOR 120 BYTES
OF MONITORING DATA WITH INTERVAL SAMPLING OF 1 SECOND.

Topology/pods Predicted fat-rt (ms) Average fat-rt (ms) Deviation(%)
Topology 3/k=4 34.92 32.57 - 6.72%
Topology 3/k=6 74.76 70.17 - 6.13%
Topology 3/k=8 125.80 118.72 - 5.63%
Topology 3/k=10 199.45 189.60 - 4.94%
Topology 3/k=12 284.30 272.27 - 4.23%

Table VI. PREDICTED FAT-RT AND AVERAGE FAT-RT FOR 150 BYTES
OF MONITORING DATA WITH INTERVAL SAMPLING OF 1 SECOND.

Topology/pods Predicted fat-rt (ms) Average fat-rt (ms) Deviation(%)
Topology 3/k=4 43.65 40.23 - 7.84%
Topology 3/k=6 93.46 86.91 - 7.01%
Topology 3/k=8 157.25 147.50 - 6.20%
Topology 3/k=10 249.31 235.07 - 5.71%
Topology 3/k=12 355.37 336.39 - 5.34%

results that are useful to estimate the mutual influence between
timeliness and scalability when considering - 6.72% as a
maximum margin of error. Such margin of error is the result
to the topology that has 4 pods (K= 4), which is the topology
with fewer pods. On the other side, predicted FAT-RT has a
minimum margin of error when considering 12 pods (K= 12)
which is the topology with more pods.

Moreover, we highlight two significant issues from the Ta-
ble V. First, the margin of error was reduced, when more pods
were added. In other words, when the monitoring topology
escalates the margin of error decreases, which is significant to
clouds that are environments usually composed of a plethora of
probes and managers. Second, the margin of error is negative to
Fat-Tree topologies which mean that the mathematical model
can be useful to support the development of SLA’s based on
timeliness and scalability. It happens because the estimative
provided by the mathematical model (Predicted FAT-RT) is
always a bigger value when comparing to Average FAT-RT;
thereby it is useful to avoid SLA breaches since it provides a
big margin of tolerance.

Results demonstrate that the behaviour of the mathematical
model is compatible with the simulation as observed in Figure
4 (a) which bars to predict FAT-RT considers 6% as a margin of
error. Such results demonstrate that the mathematical model is
useful to 120 bytes of monitoring data when considering 8 pods
or more because of the margin of error assumed. On the other
hand, monitoring topologies with fewer pods present values
that extrapolate the margin of error. However, the absolute
values are closed owing to the small size of the structure;
thereby the results are useful as a reliable reference.

Table VI compares results between predicted FAT-RT and
average FAT-RT for 150 bytes of monitoring data with interval
sampling of 1 second. Table VI shows that the results to
predicted FAT-RT are useful to estimate the mutual influence
between timeliness and scalability when considering - 7.84%
as a maximum margin of error. This margin of error is the
result to the topology that has 4 pods (K= 4), which is the
topology with fewer pods. On the other side, predicted FAT-
RT has a minimum margin of error when considering 12 pods
(K= 12) which is the topology with more pods.

Moreover, we highlight two significant findings from the
Table VI. First, the margin of error was reduced, when more
pods were added. In other words, when the monitoring topol-
ogy escalates the margin of error decreases. Second, the margin
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Figure 4. Comparison between predicted and average response time to 120
and 150 bytes of monitoring data with interval sampling to 1 second to Fat-
Tree Topologies. (a) 120 bytes . (b) 150 bytes.

of error is negative to Fat-Tree topologies. The behaviour is
practically the same if comparing to experiments performed to
120 bytes (Table V). In this sense, we highlight that the amount
of monitoring data accentuates the difference as observed when
comparing Table V and Table VI. For example, in Topology 3
with 12 pods (K= 12), the difference is - 4.23% and - 5.34%
respectively to 120 bytes and 150 bytes of monitoring data.

Results demonstrate that the behaviour of the mathematical
model is compatible with the simulation as observed in Figure
4 (b) which bars to predict FAT-RT considers 6% as a margin
of error. Such results demonstrate that the mathematical model
is useful to 150 bytes of monitoring data when considering 10
pods (K= 10) or more because of the margin of error assumed.
On the other hand, monitoring topologies with fewer pods
present values that extrapolate the margin of error. However,
the absolute values are closed owing to the small size of the
structure; thereby the results are useful as a reliable reference.

IV. APPLYING THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The model to predict the mutual influence between time-
liness and scalability introduced in this paper is helpful not
only for allowing a better understanding of how this two
metrics affect each other but also for serving as basis for future
research in this field. It can be used as a support tool towards
enhancing SLAs and billing, saving energy, raising profits to
cloud operators, and reducing costs to customers.

Clouds have relied on SLAs to regulate the commercial
relation between cloud operators and customers. Cloud mon-
itoring is essential to certify that the SLA accomplishment is
fair to both cloud operators and customers. In this scenario, the

acknowledgement of the mutual influence between timeliness
and scalability provided by the model supports significant
issues such as assisting cloud operators to satisfy SLAs based
on response time (timeliness), assisting infrastructure providers
to assess its structures, assisting cloud operators to fulfil SLA
without being invasive, and avoiding SLA breaches to reduce
penalties. Timeliness is closely related to the accomplishment
of SLAs based on response time. Predicting the influence of
scalability over timeliness is important to avoid the devel-
opment of weak SLAs that are vulnerable to the effects of
scalability over response time and, as a consequence, may not
be suitable to clouds.

Cloud resource (particularly virtual machine) migration is a
meaningful cloud monitoring requirement to save energy, and
it is directly affected by timeliness. VM migration is significant
because it changes the location of computational resources
according to the goals of a specific application or system.
Migration depends on timeliness to work properly because the
monitoring data is useful to migration only when it is timely. It
allows for cloud operators to perform actions in time to either
correct or adjust the deployment of resource to save energy. In
this scenario, predictions based on timeliness and scalability
are key to provide support towards definition of placement of
resources to save energy because such predictions can estimate
what size and architecture of network topology that is more
adequate to migrate resources.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper proposed a mathematical model to estimate the
mutual influence between timeliness and scalability in cloud
monitoring systems. This mathematical model is a step forward
in cloud monitoring and, as a consequence, in cloud manage-
ment because it provides means to cloud operators (e.g., CPs,
InPs) to enhance their services. In this context, cloud operators
may use the estimation provided by the mathematical model
to raise its profits, improve its quality of service and use it to
develop fair SLAs based on timeliness, for example.

Aiming to demonstrate the mathematical model effective-
ness to conventional data center networks, a comparison was
performed comparing results provided by the mathematical
model (predicted RT) and the results obtained by a simulation
(average RT). Such results revealed some important issues
such as the solution is useful, and it presents accurate results
to larger and deep topologies, and in smaller topologies the
mathematical model provides meaningful outcomes.

In a second moment, a comparison was performed to
monitoring topologies based on Fat-tree. It compares results
provided by the mathematical model (predict FAT-RT) and
the results obtained by a simulation (average FAT-RT). Even
that the results have not had the precision demonstrated for
conventional data center networks, they confirmed that the
mathematical model based on monitoring metrics is useful to
another kind of monitoring topology commonly used in clouds.

As future works, we aim to follow two research directions.
First, we plan to study the economic impact of the mathemati-
cal model in clouds based on the increase of the profits to cloud
operators (e.g., cloud providers, cloud infrastructures). Second,
we will investigate the mutual influence between others cloud
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monitoring requirements such as scalability and comprehen-
siveness, timeliness and adaptability, timeliness and accuracy.
It will be helpful to the development of comprehensive cloud
monitoring systems based on cloud monitoring requirements.
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